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Second Innovative Test chamber for 
Mahle Centre of Excellence

MAHLE is a leading international development 
partner and supplier to the automotive 
industry. The technology group is committed 
to playing an active role in transforming the 
mobility of the future by further optimising 
the combustion engine, laying the foundation 
for the worldwide introduction of e-mobility 
and other alternative drives, such as fuel cells. 
Weiss Technik is in the production phase of 

a second Chassis Dynomometer test chamber to compliment their existing Altitude 
test facility. This chamber will compliment for the design, development and integration 
of advanced internal combustion engines and electrified powertrain systems and will 
aid the development of drive systems and components for heavy-duty commercial 
vehicles. These cutting-edge chambers will allow Mahle to be able to concentrate 
their existing chamber to perform Altitude tests. The new chamber will be able 
to perform all climatic tests that are currently available in their altitude chamber, 
and but in addition allows them to offer testing for Solar Simulation to relevant 
standards such as SC03. This solar simulation device has been specially designed 
as a mobile system which will also allow Mahle to use the solar simulation system 
in both chambers on site. This project will provide an R&D facility to engineer the 
next generation transport technology, central to the government’s Road to Zero 
strategy, with the development of a new test chamber at MAHLE Powertrain in 
Northampton. One challenge of the project was to include a hydrogen safety system 
for EV testing including fuel cell vehicles.
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Project at a glance

Location 
Midlands region, to support 
the automotive OEM’s and 
associated companies 

Challenge
Work to exact dimensions 
not only for the chamber 
but all associated plant 
closely with other suppliers

Solution
Chassis Dynamometer 
Climatic Test Chamber 
including Solar Simulation 
Device

United Kingdom 
Highlights 

Northamptonshire is 
the origin of the British 
shoemaking industry

Every day, Britons 
drink 165 million cups 
of tea
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